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Introduction
This chapter describes how to use this guide. It also explains how to contact DBA InfoPower and get
technical support.

In this chapter
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Special conventions used in this guide
This guide uses the following typographic conventions:

Example
The Chart button

View -> Swap
Panels

Variable

Description
Bold is utilized for the literal names of interface
objects used to perform actions (for example, toolbar
button names, menu names, icon names, dialog box
options, and dialog box titles).
The arrow symbol indicates menu path. In this
example, choose View, and then choose Swap Panels
from the View menu
italic type indicates a placeholder for information that
needs to be provided
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Example
Press
ENTER
Press ALT +
F1
Press the
DOWN
ARROW
key

Description
Names of keyboard keys appear in capital letters.
A plus sign (+) between key names indicates that keys are to
be pressed in combination. For example, ALT+F1 means to
hold down the ALT key while pressing the F1 key.
Direction keys are referred to by the direction of the arrow
LEFT, RIGHT, UP or DOWN keys

Guide in PDF format
This guide is provided in Adobe Acrobat portable document format. The PDF file is included in
Performance Explorer-i installation package. To view the PDF file, you need Adobe Acrobat Reader
version 6.0 or higher. Adobe Acrobat reader is available on the Adobe Web site at:
http://www.adobe.com/

Additional information
DBA InfoPower product information
You can contact DBA InfoPower for product information in any of the following ways:
Web page: http://www.dbainfopower.com
E-mail (sales & marketing) sales@dbainfopower.com

Contacting customer support
DBA InfoPower support team is dedicated to ensuring successful product installation and use for all
DBA InfoPower solutions.
Support Link: http://www.dbainfopower.com/dbaip_support.php

E-mail: support@dbainfopower.com
Performance Explorer-i support
Should you encounter any problems with Performance Explorer, follow these steps:
1. Copy contents of the Performance Explorer-i execution console to a diagnostics text file
2. Capture picture of an error to an image file
3. Copy contents of the Performance Explorer-i error dialog to the diagnostics text file
4. E-mail these files to support@dbainfopower.com with your request for assistance
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DBA InfoPower, Inc. enables business continuity
In today’s economy, businesses rely on information contained in their databases to take orders,
process requests and provide information to their employees, customers and partners. Accordingly, it
is vital for businesses to ensure uninterrupted reliable operation of their databases.
Databases have, however, become increasingly complex and hard to manage. There is an
unprecedented amount of data stored by today’s enterprises, creating an increasing strain on their
databases. Databases are also being accessed more frequently for a growing number of purposes.
The combination of database importance and complexity of managing database infrastructure has
created a demand for products that can improve database performance and availability. Even brief
database failures can now cost millions of dollars to companies.
To help businesses mitigate these problems and provide reliable uninterrupted service, DBA
InfoPower developed a line of products that improve database performance, availability and
manageability.
With DBAip’s solution, enterprises can improve database performance, avoid costly downtime and
other service interruptions, and make IT personnel more efficient in preventing problems and
managing daily database operation.
DBAip’s solutions should deliver immediate return on investment for their enterprise customers as
they allow more efficient and effective use of customers’ critical database resources.
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Welcome to Performance Explorer-i for
Oracle
Performance Explorer-I™ is a complete root cause analysis product that enables rapid discovery of
database overload causes, replacing complex and time-consuming manual performance analysis and
report generating products.
Unique analytical capabilities and interface of Performance Explorer-I provide you with a clear
visualization and analysis of activity on your database. Snapshots Compare identifies system and load
changes causing changes in performance on a single database or multiple databases, while Visual
Analysis System vividly displays spikes and changes in key statistics and metrics.

This chapter explains main features of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle.

In this chapter
An overview of Performance Explorer-i for
Oracle
Features of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
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Overview of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
Quick Tasks Panel
Quick Tasks Panel enables users to instantly obtain review of changes in database performance,
compared to the previous week, identify most problematic SQL immediately impacting database and
system performance, locate severe database bottlenecks in real-time, and receive access to most
important and frequently used sections of Performance Explorer-i.
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Snapshot Change Analysis Section
Snapshot Change Analysis section enables users to receive detailed change profile of database
performance, compared to the baseline period.
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SQL Analysis Section
SQL Analysis provides users with detailed analysis and visualization of the most problematic SQL
statements impacting database performance.
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Parameter Change Analysis Section
Parameter Change Analysis scans user provided time period and identifies any changes in database
parameters made during that period by users or system.
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SQL Change Analysis Section
SQL Change Analysis scans user provided time period and identifies any changes in SQL statement
execution plan of SQL Statement cost that happened during that period.
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Visual Root Cause Analysis Sections
Multiple Visual Root Cause Analysis sections enable users to easily analyze changes in database
behavior by graphically displaying most important database performance statistics, wait events and
other performance metrics, and allowing users to visually overlay graphs corresponding to different
time periods.
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RAC Analysis Sections
Multiple RAC Analysis sections enable users to easily analyze changes in RAC cluster behavior by
graphically displaying most important RAC performance statistics and other performance metrics,
and enables users to visually overlay graphs corresponding to different RAC nodes and time periods.
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Reports Section
Performance Explorer-i Reports Section provides users with access to ChartBag report generator that
allows creation of performance reports as well as performance report templates both in interactive
and batch modes
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Features of Performance Explorer
Performance Explorer-i is designed with ease of installation and simplicity of use in mind.
Combination of powerful analytical capabilities and simplicity of operation makes Performance
Explorer-i a tool of choice for complex production and development database environments.
Features of Performance Explorer-i include:
♦ Easy installation
♦ Easy to use help system and manuals
♦ Extremely fast operation on vast arrays of collected data with no noticeable impact on system
performance. Product uses only existing AWR/Statspack data. No data objects or stored
procedures are created in the database.
♦ Root cause analysis of changes in database performance
♦ SQL performance analysis engine
♦ Visual Root Cause Analysis of database performance
♦ Visual Top Spike Analysis of database performance
♦ Discovery of changes in database parameters, as well as change timeframes
♦ Change root cause analysis and visual root cause analysis across multiple databases
♦ Change root cause analysis and visual root cause analysis across multiple database versions
♦ Change root cause analysis and visual root cause analysis across multiple RAC nodes
♦ Cross-time period analysis combining and displaying multiple time periods based on cross-time
profile
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Getting started with
Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
This chapter covers everything you need to know to start using Performance Explorer-i for Oracle. It
explains how to:
•
•
•

Install Performance Explorer-i
Start Performance Explorer-i
Connect to a database

In this chapter
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Installation of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
This procedure outlines how to install Performance Explorer-i on your workstation. Installation of
Performance Explorer-i is very straightforward and should only take a few minutes to complete.
Close all other applications before loading the CD into your PC. You can cancel installation at any
time by pressing the ESC key or by clicking the Cancel button.

To install Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
Insert the Performance Explorer-i CD in your CD-ROM drive or download Performance Explorer-i
installer from the URL provided by a representative of DBA InfoPower, Inc.
Depending on your system configuration, installation program may start automatically, or you may
have to start it yourself. If installer starts automatically, follow instructions on the screen to complete
installation.
If the installation program does not start automatically when CD is inserted, select Run from the
Windows Start menu.
Type d:\pexplorer_i_401.exe (where d: is the CD-ROM identifier and 401 is the version number),
and click OK.
Follow the instructions displayed on the screen.
By default, Performance Explorer-i for Oracle is installed in the following directory, though you can
choose a different installation path.
C:\Program Files\ DBAip Performance Explorer-i
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Multiple installations of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
Advanced Performance Explorer-i installer allows you to install and separately upgrade multiple
versions of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle on your computer.

Authorizing Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
If you are a new user of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle, you will have a trial period in order to
test the product. When the trial period expires, Performance Explorer-i for Oracle will stop
functioning.
To maintain full functionality, contact your DBA InfoPower, Inc. representative for information on
obtaining a full licensed version. For further information see “Product authorization errors”.

Uninstalling Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
To uninstall Performance Explorer-i for Oracle, use the Add/Remove Programs option in the
Windows Control Panel in the Start menu.

Starting Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
In order to connect to a database, you need to complete the following steps:
1. Launch the application
2. Connect to the desired database or multiple databases
Performance Explorer-i for Oracle can be launched in one of two ways: directly, or from DBA
HeartBeat Console. The simplest way to get started is to launch Performance Explorer-i directly.

Launching Performance Explorer-i Directly
Performance Explorer-i can be launched directly from the Windows Start menu. Appropriate
Performance Explorer-i can be found on the Windows Start menu under:
1. DBAip Performance Explorer-i > Performance Explorer-i Statspack-AWR, 10g JDBC
Driver
Or
2. DBAip Performance Explorer-i > Performance Explorer-i Statspack-AWR, 9i JDBC
Driver
Or
3. DBAip Performance Explorer-i > Performance Explorer-i Statspack-AWR, 8i JDBC
Driver

Launching From DBA HeartBeat Console
When DBA HeartBeat Console is available, you can also launch Performance Explorer-i by
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selecting Root Cause Analysis option on the DBA HeartBeat Console.

Connecting to Database
Use the steps below to connect to Oracle database
1) From the “Connect Functions” menu, choose “Connect…”
2) In the “Database TNS Alias or thin URL” text box enter database tnsnames alias or JDBC
database URL. Click on “jdbc:oracle:thin:@<hostname>:<port>:<SID>” label to paste it into
the text box.
3) In a RAC environment, set instance number to the instance number required for the analysis
session (default instance number is 1)
4) In the “Statspack/AWR user” text box, enter name of the user authorized to read statspack
tables or AWR performance views (empty statspack username defaults to “perfstat”)
5) In the “Password” text box, enter password of the user authorized to read statspack tables or
AWR performance views (empty password defaults to be the same as the username)
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Common Control Elements of
Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
In this chapter
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Performance Explorer-i Common Control Elements
This section describes common user interface control features of the Performance Explorer-i for
Oracle. The controls can be of the following kinds:

Timeline control sub-panel:
Timeline control sub-panel allows users to set time periods of the root cause analysis. Timeline
control sub-panel consist of the components listed below:

A) Time Amount block – set time period for analysis in terms of amount of time. Optionally,
time offset from a point in the past can be used.
For Example: Use “1 Day” of data or “Use 1 Day of Data starting 1 Week Ago”
B) Snapshot Range block – set time period for analysis in terms of starting and ending
statspack/AWR snapshots
For Example: Snapshot Range between snapshots 62640 and 62678
C) Time Range block – set time period for analysis in terms of starting and ending timestamps
For Example: Start Time is set to 04/05/2006 14:00 and 04/05/2006 16:15
D) Database List – displays list of currently connected databases. User can make database active
within a panel by double-clicking it with the pointing device. To make database active across
all panels, user should triple-click selected database with the pointing device.
E) Superimpose Time Amount Block – select time period to superimpose with the one selected
in A) - C) by indicating how far in the past the corresponding time period should be taken
from.
For Example: Use Superimpose Data starting “1 Week” ago
F) Superimpose Start Time Block – select time period to superimpose with the one selected in A)
- C) by indicating the starting timestamp of that period
For Example: Superimpose Time is set to 03/29/2006 14:00
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Cross-Time Range Control Sub-panel
Cross-Time Range control sub-panel allows users to set cross-time profile and time periods needed for
the cross-time analysis. For more information on cross-time analysis, see “Tuning Your Database”
section. Cross-Time Range control sub-panel consists of the following components:

A) Cross-Time Profile Selection – allows user to select cross-time profile for analysis
B) Time Amount Block – set cross-time analysis time by using amount of time to be jumped in
the past
For Example: Use Data starting “1 Day” ago
C) Start Time Block – set cross-time analysis time by using timestamp
For Example: Time is set to 03/29/2006 14:00
D) Database List – displays list of currently connected databases. User can make database active
within a panel by double-clicking it with the pointing device. To make database active across
all panels user should triple-click selected database with the pointing device.
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Chart Control sub-panel
Chart Control sub-panel allows users to set a parameter for visual analysis and create graph that
contains analysis results. For detailed information on visual root cause analysis see “Tuning Your
Database” section. Chart Control sub-panel consists of the following components:

A) Chart button - creates visual analysis graph
B) Split Chart checkbox – combines analysis of multiple performance metrics on a single graph
or splits it into separate graphs (one per performance metric)
C) Calculate Trend checkbox – creates linear regression model based on performance metrics
data. Resulting Trend line provides simple and effective way to understand headroom
dynamics and predicts capacity requirements.
D) Smooth (Average) Chart Data Over block – averages performance metrics data over the
selected time period. This option is especially useful during visual analysis of long time
periods, since it eliminates visual clutter introduced by large numbers of data points
E) “Top Chart” checkbox – creates top spike analysis chart of performance metric statistic.
For Example: Top Chart Visual Analysis of SQL “BUFFER GETS“displays results of
analysis as continuous visual display of N-top BUFFER_GETS SQL Statements for
every time point of the provided time range.
F) “Chart as % or Total” checkbox – displays results of analysis as percent of overall value of
performance metric statistic.
For Example: Create Visual Analysis of “TOTAL_WAITS “ of “db file sequential read”,
display results of analysis as % of overall “TOTAL_WAITS” time across all events
G) “Save as HTML” checkbox (not shown) – option specific to ChartBag reports – saves ChartBag
report as HTML file. For more information on ChartBag please see “Using Performance
Explorer-i for Reporting” section.
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Top Search control sub-panel
Top Search control sub-panel allows users to set parameter for Top Search of the database
performance metrics. Top Search allows a user to display and monitor top database metrics (e.g., wait
events), i.e., metrics that have predominant impact on database performance. Top Search control subpanel consists of the following components:

A) Top Search Button - executes top search
B) Top Limit spinner – sets amount of top search results elements to return
C) In Window checkbox – opens Top Search result in a separate window. This option is helpful
when multiple top search results are needed to be created and reviewed at the same time
D) Pie Chart checkbox – create Pie Chart Graph in addition to the table based Top Search report
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Statistic Selection control sub-panel
Statistic Selection control sub-panel is used by all Visual Root Cause Analysis sections. It is
customized for each performance metric area. Statistic Selection control sub-panel consists of the
following components:

A) Performance Metrics List, Tree or Table (depending on section) – display list of
performance metrics, such as system statistics, wait events, latches, I/O components,
etc.
B) Filter textbox – allows to filter master list A) based on the typed-in pattern
C) List of Performance Metric Statistic – list of statistics related to given section of
performance metrics
D) Top Result Table – shows results of the Top Search
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Using Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
When you use Performance Explorer-i for Oracle to diagnose an Oracle database, you can:
•

View status of the connected database using Performance Explorer-i Quick Tasks page.

•

View performance change analysis created by Performance Explorer-i.

•

View detailed visual performance change analysis of the connected database in various
Performance Explorer-i sections.

In this chapter
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Performance Explorer-i Quick Tasks

Database performance overview task provides users with an overview of the most important database
performance metrics superimposed with the historical data from the previous week. This information
enables immediate discovery of changes in database performance.
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Current Database Change Profile task makes possible immediate change root cause analysis by
comparing most current data with the previously collected snapshots. This task enables a user to
determine causes of the most recent changes in database performance – e.g., in a case of new code
deployment or upgrade.

Visual Analysis switches the user to the Visual Root Cause Analysis Section

Current Top SQL generates report (in a form of table and a pie Chart) of most recent top resourceconsuming SQL statements, taking into account all major SQL statistics (like BUFFER GETS, DISK
READS, EXECUTIONS, CPU TIME, etc).
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SQL Analysis switches the user to the SQL Analysis Section

Parameter Analysis switches the user to the Parameter Analysis Section

Real Time Database Check determines immediate threats to database stability, as well as potential
performance bottlenecks. Some of the performed checks are:
1) Check for excessive number of active sessions
2) Detection of Latch Connection
3) RAC related resource contention
4) Slow I/O (random and sequential data access)
5) Excessive query parallelism in the database
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Performance Explorer-i Snapshot Change Analysis
Snapshot Change Analysis report eliminates the need for painfully tedious eyeballing of
statspack/AWR reports in the situations when ability to resolve a problem about to bring down the
database is critical. Detailed reports show changed SQL statistics, newly introduced SQL, changed
SQL plans, system statistics, wait events, latches, as well as many other performance metrics that
crossed the changed threshold and can potentially be the root cause of negative changes in database
availability and performance.

Snapshot Change Analysis Panel
The following screen shows main features of the Snapshot Change Analysis Panel
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Following are the main elements of the panel:
Compare Snapshot Timeline Sub-panel allows users to set period of time to perform change root
cause analysis.

Baseline Snapshot Timeline Sub-panel allows users to set period of time to be used as a baseline for
the change root cause analysis.

Fast Compare Sub-panel allows users to perform fast root cause analysis based on comparison of most
recently collected performance data with the preset past time periods
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Report Sections Sub-panel allows users to select areas of database performance for investigation and
set required+ reporting thresholds

Report options include:
A) Minimum percent difference to report
B) Number of top values to report
C) Minimum baseline value to report
D) Minimum value difference to report (for SQL analysis only)
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Performance Explorer-i SQL Analysis
SQL Analysis enables finding top resource-consuming SQL statements and allows a user to
create visual analysis to identify exact timeline of their impact on database performance. User
can:
•

Investigate top SQL based on SQL statistics or SQL statistic ratios;

•

Aggregate groups of SQL for group visual analysis;

•

Overlay current data with historical information;

•

Perform cross-time analysis for selected SQL statements;

•

Perform execution plan analysis for selected SQL statements.

SQL Analysis Panel
The following screen shows main features of the SQL Analysis Panel
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Following are the main elements of the SQL Analysis panel:
A) Chart Panel (see chart panel description in the “Common Control Elements” chapter)
B) Search Panel – allows a user to search SQL (both in database memory and in statspack/AWR)

Search Panel is used by both SQL Search and Top SQL search modules.
SQL Search can be accomplished by providing search pattern or comma separated list of SQL
Hash Ids and SQL Ids (in Oracle 10g+). For Hash Value Search, corresponding checkbox
needs to be selected.
DML Search Only filter is used to limit search to DML (Insert/Select/Update/Merge)
statements only.
C) Aggregate Select SQL block allows user to group multiple SQL statement together for visual
analysis

D) Explain Selected SQL - generates execution plan for the selected SQL Statement

Created SQL execution plan presentation features “where clause” per explain plan step and
separation of cost between CPU cost and I/O cost
Initially SQL Explain displays plans recorded by Statspack/AWR. If such data is not recorded,
explain plan is executed and resulting plan is shown to the user. User can modify SQL and reexplain statements as needed.
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E) SQL Statements table – allows users to select a list of SQL statements to investigate. The SQL
Statements table contains the original SQL statements as well as major performance statistics
and ratios (such as Total SQL Executions, average ratios of buffer gets to executions and disk
reads per execution). For the Top Search results, SQL Statements table contains top search
value as well (under “Top Value” header). In order to see the whole SQL statement, the user
needs to hold the mouse over the SQL column (mouse-over).
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F) SQL Statistics list allows users to select a list of SQL statistics to investigate. The list contains
both the original SQL statistics, as well as pre-defined and user-defined SQL statistic ratios

G) Create Custom SQL Statistics Ratio – allows users to define custom ratios, such as
CPU_TIME/PARSE_CALLS, etc.

Create Custom SQL Statistics opens the following dialog box allowing the user to define
custom SQL statistic ratio.

H) Top Search panel (see Top Search panel description in the “Common Control Elements”
chapter)
I) Timeline and Cross-Time Panels (see Timeline control sub-panel and Cross-Time control subpanel in the “Common Control Elements” chapter)
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Performance Explorer-i Parameter Change Analysis
Parameter Change Analysis enables finding the list of database parameters that have changed within
a user provided time interval, as well as exact timeline for every change. Parameter Change Analysis
helps a user to determine if a change in database performance may be correlated to changes in
database parameters.

Parameter Change Analysis Panel
The following screen shows main features of the Parameter Change Analysis panel

The following are the main elements of the Parameter Change Analysis panel:
A) Generate Parameter Compare report – executes creation of the parameter change analysis
report
B) Timeline Panel (see Timeline panel in “Common Control Elements” chapter)
Below is a sample parameter change analysis report, indicating changes and timeline of changes
in the “sort_area_size” database parameter
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Performance Explorer-i SQL Plan/Cost Change Analysis
SQL Plan/Cost Change Analysis enables finding the list of SQL statements that have changed it’s
execution plan or execution cost within a user provided time interval, as well as exact timeline for
every change. SQL Plan/Cost Change Analysis helps a user to determine if a change in database
performance may be correlated to changes in execution plan or execution cost of certain SQL
statements.

SQL Plan/Cost Change Analysis Panel
The following screen shows main features of the SQL Plan/Cost Change Analysis panel

The following are the main elements of the SQL Plan/Cost Change Analysis panel:
”Generate SQL Plan/Cost Change Report”– executes creation of the change report
Timeline Panel (see Timeline panel in “Common Control Elements” chapter)
Below is a sample SQL Plan/Cost change analysis report, indicating changes and timeline of changes
in the cost and hash value of SQL statements
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Performance Explorer-i Visual Root Cause Analysis
Visual Root Cause Analysis is a standard set of modules that enables a user to see graphic
representation of changes in various database metrics. Visual Root Cause Analysis is currently
available for:
•

System statistics

•

Wait Events

•

Latches

•

Enqueues

•

Segment I/O

•

Datafile I/O

•

Undo Tablespace/ Rollback Segments I/O

•

Dictionary Cache

•

Library Cache

•

Custom user SQL
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Visual Root Cause Analysis Panel
The following screen shows typical visual root cause analysis panels. All panel components are
standardized and fully described in “Common Control Elements of Performance Explorer-i for
Oracle” chapter of this manual.

A)
B)
C)
D)

Chart Panel
Statistic Selection Panel
Top Search Panel
Timeline/Cross-Time Panels
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Performance Explorer-i ChartBag Reports
Performance Explorer-i ChartBag is a module enabling a user to combine multiple performance
metrics from different Performance Explorer-i analysis sections into a single report that can be
generated interactively or produced automatically in a batch mode.
Use of Performance Explorer-i ChartBag is extremely useful for freeing user from routine report
generation work, since Performance Explorer-i ChartBag reports can be generated automatically and
simultaneously across hundreds of databases, using predefined report templates. Chart Bag module
also enables the user to combine data across many databases in a single report.
ChartBag Components can include single database performance metrics, such as system statistics or
wait events, SQL statements and SQL statement performance ratios, Top Search results across
performance metrics and SQL statements as well as information about database system I/O
performance (file systems, tablespaces and data files).
ChartBag Components can be added to the ChartBag Report either by using toolbar button or by
selecting menu item Chart bag->Add selected Item to Chart Bag. Top search results can be added to
ChartBag Report using menu item Chart bag->Add Top Search to Chart Bag.

Adding item to ChartBag using toolbar

Adding item to ChartBag using menu selection
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ChartBag Reports Panel
The following screen shows main features of the ChartBag Reports panel

A) Chart Control Panel - described in “Common Control Elements of Performance

Explorer-i for Oracle” chapter
B) Report Components Table – contains report components
C) Report Components Reordering block – allows to move report components up/down on the
report
D) Timeline Control Panel described in “Common Control Elements of Performance

Explorer-i for Oracle” chapter
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Performance Explorer-i Cross Database Analysis
Performance Explorer-i allows a user to perform simultaneous analysis of multiple databases. Cross
database analysis is supported by snapshot change analysis module and by all visual root cause
analysis modules.
Snapshot change analysis supports simultaneous cross-database analysis of two databases – one
database to be used as a baseline database and second database to be used as a compared (target)
database. Selection of multiple databases for snapshot change analysis is accomplished by selecting
databases from the Database List of the corresponding timeline sub-panels. The Active database is
marked in red.

Visual Root Cause Analysis supports visual cross database analysis through the ChartBag facility. The
user can add to the ChartBag multiple performance metrics belonging to different databases. The
created ChartBag report displays data from multiple databases.
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Performance Explorer-i Cross Time Analysis
When performing Visual Root Cause Analysis, Performance Explorer-i users can perform Cross Time
Analysis. Cross Time Analysis allows users to present time periods overlaid with their corresponding
historical periods.
For example, it is possible to create combined analysis graphs using the following cross time ranges:
1) Display 1 day of current data over 1 day of data 1 week ago
2) Display 1 week of current data over 1 week of data 1 month ago
3) Display 1 month of current data over 1 month of data 1 quarter (3 month) ago
Use of Cross Time Analysis is extremely helpful in understanding database and system dynamics,
performing headroom and capacity estimates.

Cross Time Analysis time is executed by selecting Cross-Time Profile option and analysis start time
offsets for the cross time analysis on a Cross-Time Range Control sub-panel. (see “Common Control
Elements of Performance Explorer-i for Oracle” chapter for panel description). If time amount
is set to 0, the analysis is performed on the immediate data.
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Cross Time Profile Editor is used to define Cross Time Analysis time ranges. Menu item Options>Cross Time Profile Editor is used to open Cross Time Profile Editor.
The following screen shows the main features of the Cross Time Profile Editor:

A) List of Cross Time profiles

B) List of Cross Time profile time ranges (per profile)
C) Time range control block – allows adding, deleting and rearranging time ranges for visual
display.

D) Cross Time profile control block – allows adding, editing, deleting and saving cross time
profiles
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Cross Time profile time range is added using the dialog below:

Allowed time ranges are:
a) Minute
b) Hour
c) Day
d) Week
e) Month
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Using Performance Explorer-i to analyze and troubleshoot your database
Below are sample scenarios demonstrating how Performance Explorer-i can be used to troubleshoot
database performance issues and find out the root cause of performance degradation. These scenarios
are provided as recommendations for using Performance Explorer-i in production and development
environments.

Database performance degradation
Case: At some point in time, database performance and response time become inadequate for business
requirements
In such case, we recommend using the following two approaches:
1) During immediate problem investigation it is advisable to compare first period of inadequate
performance with the closely adjacent period of adequate performance – this investigation
helps a user to identify what immediate changes could potentially cause performance and/or
availability problems.
For Example; if a database issue started at 14:10 pm and the performance snapshots are taken
every 15 minutes, investigation could use time period of 13:45 to 14:00 pm as a baseline period
and time period of 14:00 to 14:15 pm as a compare period.
2) Considering that database load is cyclical in nature, corresponding to the business cycles (as
on many OLTP systems) it is recommended to compare problematic period of time with the
comparable period of time when the database performance was adequate. If database operates
in a weekly cycle, it is possible to compare performance of current period of time with the
similar period of time one week ago. One day or one month, etc period could also be used.
For Example; if database issues started on 04/05/2006 at 15:35 pm, and the performance snapshot
are taken every 15 minutes, an investigation could be done by using time periods of 03/30/2006
15:30 to 15:00 pm as a baseline period and time period of 04/05/2006 15:30 to 15:45 pm as a
compared period.
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Database performance degradation within database cluster/logical group
Case: At some point in time, database performance and response time become inadequate for business
requirements, while performance of other nodes in database cluster/group remains acceptable.
In such case, we recommend to use the following two approaches:
1) Using option of cross-database performance analysis – use adequately performing database
cluster node as a baseline mode and problematic node as a compare node:
For Example; if database node DB0N1 started having problems at 15:35 pm, and performance
snapshots are taken every 15 minutes, investigation could use time periods of 15:30 to 15:00 pm
on node DB0N0 as a baseline period and time period of 15:30 to 15:45 pm on node DB0N1 as a
compared period.
2) Using approach described above in the “Single database performance degradation” to identify
root cause of the changes comparing to the time period for the same database when
performance was acceptable,

Database performance degradation after database upgrade
Case: After a database is upgraded, database performance becomes inadequate.
In such case, we recommend to:
Compare database performance related to time period before the upgrade (baseline) to the
database performance after the upgrade.

Database performance degradation within logical group of databases, when database
versions are different
Case: After production database upgrade, performance of database in logical group could become
inadequate for business requirements comparing to different nodes in the database group.
In this case, we recommend to do the following:
Utilize Cross Database Analysis option – use adequately performing database in the group as a
baseline and problematic database as a compared node.

Database performance degradation after application upgrade
Case: After application accessing the database is upgraded, database performance becomes inadequate.
In such case, we recommend to:
Compare database performance related to the time period before the upgrade (baseline) to the
database performance after the upgrade.
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QA database performance/stress testing
Case: Appication developer needs to understand how new application code is loading database
comparing to the old application code.
Our recommendation:
Compare database performance in the time period during the old application code run (baseline)
to the database performance related to run of the new application code.

QA database performance/stress testing during database upgrade
Case: User needs to understand how new application code is loading upgraded database comparing to
the pre-upgrade time.
Our recommendation:
Compare database performance during a pre-upgrade time period (baseline) to the database
performance in the post-upgrade period.

Using Snapshot Compare Report data for Visual Root Cause Analysis
Change root cause analysis report provides the user with detailed change information for the selected
areas of database performance. During the root cause investigation, it is extremely important to
review areas of analysis that show significant changes in performance metrics values, such as changes
in SQL statistics, wait events, etc. Another important area to check is the “NEW” report sections that
contain all new performance metrics that were not present in the database during the baseline time
period.
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Finding Top Resource Consuming SQL
Top SQL search allows a user to perform very granular filtering of top SQL by specifying a search
pattern and requesting the search to include only DML statements. This flexibility enables the user to
spot with great precision which SQL has most impact on database performance and stability.
In the below example the user’s request is to perform top executions search on DML statements that
include “ITEM_ATTR” pattern (table name in the given case).
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Performing Time Range Top SQL Analysis
Top SQL Analysis allows user to perform very granular identification of Top resource consuming SQL
statement for every time point of the analysis time range
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Top SQL Analysis can be combined with Top SQL Spike report that allows user to identify exact SQL
statement and SQL execution plans in the selected time range
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Finding Time Period Top System Statistics
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Performing Time Range Top Wait Event Analysis
Top Wait Event Analysis allows user to perform very granular identification of Top resource
consuming wait events for every time point of the analysis time range
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Top Wait Event analysis can be combined with Top Wait Analysis report that allows user to identify
exact top waits events in the selected time range
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Finding Time Period Top Wait Events
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Finding Time period Top Latches
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Using Performance Explorer-i for performance reporting
ChartBag module is used for standardized performance reporting. After a set of reporting parameters
is identified, it could be saved in ChartBag Template and reused across multiple databases.
Menu items ChartBag->Save Template and ChartBag->Save Template As… can be used to create a
chart bag template.
Menu item ChartBag->Load Template can be used to load an existing template.
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Using Performance Explorer-i for the creation of performance and headroom
web site
ChartBag reports can be executed in a batch mode across multiple databases. The resulting report is
generated as a set of HTML files that could be published immediately on a user web site. To execute
ChartBag reports in a batch mode, ChartBag Parameter File needs to be in place. ChartBag parameter
file could be created by using menu item ChartBag->Create Parameter File for Batch Run or by
creating a text file with necessary parameters
ChartBag Parameter file supported parameters are:
#
Db
User
Password
Output
Width
Height

Comment
Database connection URL
Database user name
Database user password
Base name for the set of output files
Width of the created graph images in pixels
Height of the created graph images in pixels

Sample Batch parameter file:

#>>

# DB1 headroom collection parameter file
#
db=jdbc:oracle:thin:@192.168.1.200:1521:LNX2DB1
user=perfstat
password=perfstat
chartbag=DB1_Headroom.cbg
output=batch_hdr_cbg_db1
width=1024
height=1024
#<<

Performance Explorer-i automatic report generation can be executed in a batch mode using:
A) Using crontab (UNIX) automatic report generation as:
pei<v>.sh parfile=<parameter_file_name> , where v is Oracle Client version
For example:
pei9.sh parfile=weekly_db0.cbg
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B) Using windows task scheduler schedule as:
pei<v>.bat parfile=<parameter_file_name> , where v is Oracle Client version
For example:
pei9.bat parfile=weekly_db0.cbg
Output HTML files are generated in the "html" directory under Performance Explorer-i installation
directory.
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Using Performance Explorer-i in secure environment (SSH tunneling)
When direct TNS connection from desktop to database is not allowed due to security reasons, a user
can create SSH tunnel in order to connect to a database on a remote host. SSH Tunnel can be created
using "putty", "Secure CRT" or any other SSH terminal software that supports tunnel creation.
For example, to set up SSH tunnel for default database listener port 1521:
In Putty: select "SSH->Tunnels" Category, set "Source port” to1521" and Destination to
"db_host:1521".
In “Secure CRT”: select "Session Options", "Advanced" , "Port Forwarding" tab, set "Local Port" to
1521, remote hostname to "db_host" and "Remote port" to 1521 as well.
After SSH tunnel is set up, tnsnames.ora entry needs to be changed to have "127.0.0.1" or "localhost"
instead of <db_host> name. For thin URL connections, please use "127.0.0.1" or "localhost" as well.
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6
Troubleshooting
Performance Explorer-i for Oracle
This chapter contains information that can assist the user with issues that are related to Performance
Explorer-i startup and its connection to the databases.
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Installation related issues
If during the installation process Oracle Enterprise Manager client is active, the installer may stall. To
resolve this issue, close Oracle EM client during the installation process

Startup related issues
Performance Explorer-i may fail to startup if during the installation process the user chooses not to
install the provided JRE (Java Runtime Environment). It is strongly recommended to use JRE
packaged with Performance Explorer-i.

Connectivity related issues
Sometimes, due to minor differences between the provided JDCB drivers and the installed Oracle
client, connection to database, using tnsnames connection name cannot be successfully established.
In this case, it is recommended to copy JDBC drivers from Oracle client installation to the
“Performance Explorer\lib” and rename them to the proper classes12<oracle version>.jar name, i.e.
classes129.jar is a proper name for Oracle 9i and classes1210.jar is a proper name for Oracle 10g

Other knows issues
Negative value for SQL statistics displayed as a result of the Top SQL Search
The SQL Analysis Top SQL Search component of the Performance Explorer-i may display a negative
value on a SQL Top Search Statistic or on a displayed SQL ratio. This occurs when in a heavily used
database system the value of the SQL performance statistic counter is growing over 4x10^9 and
becoms negative. This affects all Oracle versions 8i, 9i, and 10g.
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